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Most real estate development brochures market
properties that will only be built a few years hence. 

What makes Urbana Jewels different

Home loans for Urbana Jewels available from:

Certifications received by Urbana Jewels:

Kolkata office
Urbana Group
15, Chittaranjan Avenue
Ground Floor
Kolkata - 700 072
Phone no: 91-33-4005 1248 | 2237 8134
Fax: 91-33-2212 8061

Site address
Urbana Jewels
Off SEZ Road
Opposite Muhana Terminal Market
Sanganer
Jaipur – 302026
Phone: 91-141-2739017 | 2739153
Fax: 91-141-2739154

Jaipur office
Narayan Builders and Developers
Urbana Jewels   
102, 1st Floor,Corporate Park, 
Gopalbari, Ajmer Road
Jaipur – 302006
Phone: 91-141-5119119 | 5117198 | 5117218
Mobile: 81070 90001 | 81070 90002

At Urbana Jewels, 
we decided to reverse the treatment.

We are marketing one of the most exclusive residential
condominium properties in Jaipur that 

will soon be ready for handover.



Over the last two years, people have asked us 
a number of questions. 

In what ways is Urbana Jewels different? Will we deliver on
schedule? Are our apartments value for money? Will our apartment

buyers be able to live happily ever after?

In the following few pages we have explained why our 
project is not just another apartment offering.

But an enviable Jaipur landmark.



At Urbana Jewels, we are creating 
a unique community.

20 acres. 1200 apartments. Seven blocks. 
Ten storeys per block.

Urban living is an irony.
Growing crowds; increasing loneliness. 

We have designed Urbana Jewels to ensure that 
residents live in eternal neighbourly warmth. 

An aerial view of Urbana Jewels



Urbana’s neighbourly togetherness comes from

this: we have consciously designed the

residential towers so that they lead into a central

green area as large as six football fields put

together (9 acres). This green area will be the

hub of the Urbana Jewels family.

This central area will comprise a number of

activities – the amphitheatre, tracks (walking

and jogging), temple, gazebo, thousands of

trees, fitness spaces, sports arena, barbeque

pits, picnic areas – to draw people in, mingle 

with each other, make friends and stay that way.

For life.

Laying the foundation of a
well-knit community. 

*Urbana Jewels sacrificed building
4.6 lac square feet of salable
constructed area in the interest
of enhance speciousness while
maintaining privacy-respecting
distance between buildings. 



Today’s home is
more than about life;
it is about lifestyle.

"Life lived amidst tension and

busyness needs leisure. Leisure

that recreates and renews.”

Strait, C. Neil 

s



The Diamond will not only attract the single

largest collection of residents in Jaipur, but has

also been designed to enable them to be drawn

together day in and day out.

Interestingly, most of such facilities in large

gated complexes remain unused because the

promoters merely create the facilities but not

the software that brings life to them. 

At Urbana Jewels, this will be different: the

cricket pitches will be designed and

implemented by Tapas Pal, an award-winning

curator for BCCI pitches. 

The  badminton and tennis courts will be

managed by professional coaches accountable

to our Club Facility Manager. 

Besides, our club will bring to Jaipur first-time

opportunities - like squash – that one would

have been able to play only if one succeeded in

getting membership to a tony club. 

The best news is that the active management

of our club has been outsourced to some of the

best service providers. They have been

entrusted with the responsibility to create a

large, vibrant and professional club culture.  

Just the kind of club that residents will miss

when it is Monday morning and time to get

back to work.

Urbana Jewels 
has enhanced the 
life style - worthiness
through a fully 
air-conditioned
35,000 sq.ft
integrated clubhouse, 
The Diamond, which
is by far the largest 
of its kind in Jaipur. 

" A formal cricket coaching programme 

will be conducted at Urbana by Aakash Chopra,

former India opener and Ranji captain of

Himachal Pradesh.

s

Entrance to the Club Diamond



Our club facilities
Partially covered swimming pool (69’ x 30’) 

| Splash pool for kids | Indoor badminton

court | Squash court | Pool tables | Table

tennis tables | Home theatre for personal

viewing | Fully equipped gymnasium 

| Steam and sauna baths | Video games

arcade, virtual games like Wii and X-box. 

| Card playing room | Library | Restaurant 

| Coffee shop | Two banquet halls with

facilities and an attached open terrace 

(17,000 sq. ft). | Basketball court | Cricket

pitches | Tennis court | Children’s play area

View of the swimming pool 
at The Diamond



Urbana Jewels will introduce in Jaipur for
the first time a lifestyle standard that
people are accustomed to in advanced

countries. 

Consider some of the things that will be an everyday 
reality at Urbana Jewels: 

World-class information
technology connectivity:
We are laying down optic
fiber connectivity with
special packages for cable
TV, unlimited telephony,
intercom and unlimited high
speed internet. Free
intercom facilities between
apartments.

Services on tap: We are
providing in-house services
of plumbers and
electricians, so that in the
event that our residents
need immediate assistance,
help will be available within
minutes. 

Maintenance: We will
manage maintenance for
the initial years, which will
help establish the operating
culture of our premises,
following which a reputed
agency may be deputed to
take over. Power back-up
will be provided for essential
services. 

Connectivity: The Jaipur
Development Authority has
finalized the sector plan of the
area, which will provide wider
road network and improved
connectivity. A provision of
suitable number of buses
operated by Urbana Jewels will
connect  the residents to the
heart of Jaipur, touching the
local metro station, markets,
among others, plying convenient
hours. This unique offering –
within Rajasthan’s real estate
community - will create a wider
community connect between
Urbana Jewels and the rest of
the city. There will be a 
provision of golf carts for
internal movement. Ample
parking spaces will be provided
for guests. 

Safety: At Urbana Jewels, we
have invested extensively in a
complement of IT-led security
on the one hand and vigilant
personnel on the other,
resulting in a 24-hour security
cover across three entry-exit

points. Our technology-led safety
cover comprises 64 cameras linked to
a central control station with
adequate recording back-up and 24x7
personnel security. Besides, resident
cars will have radio-identified
frequency (RIF) stickers that will
automatically activate the boom,
facilitating quick entry (while visitor
cars can enter only after the security
personnel confirm with residents).
High boundary walls and fencing will
ensure better internal security. 

Security guards will be provided with
scooters to reach within the complex
with speed should they be required in
an emergency. A videophone
(optional) will connect apartments
with the main gate. A state-of-the-art
fire fighting facility will be in place to
manage contingencies. This is
precisely the kind of IT support that
modern tony apartments are
equipped with in places like
Singapore. So what we are bring to
Urbana Jewels is a world-class
standard. 



Urbana Jewels: a world of 
convenience at your doorstep.

Commercial area: 10,000 sq. ft. of area has been provided for
commercial development inside the Urbana Jewels property,
making it possible to take a short walk for day-to-day
conveniences like an ATM, grocery, beauty saloon, doctor’s clinic,
business centre, dry cleaning, pharmacy, stationery, hyper mart
etc. (outsourced to specialized agencies). 



Hafeez Contractor comes
to Jaipur for the very
first time.

Urbana Jewels engaged the celebrated

architect-visionary Hafeez Contractor to make

you home-proud. Because Hafeez is respected

nationally for precisely this attribute: his

elevations possess awe-inspiring appeal and

timelessness. 

For a number of buildings, the elevation is only

about design; at Urbana Jewels, the elegantly

irregular elevation has helped create a larger

surface area, facilitating enhanced light and

breeze inflow. 

Every apartment faces a central courtyard open

to the sky. The master layout maximises

sunlight, breeze and airiness. Most of the rooms

in the apartments have balconies. The buildings

positioned along the outer edge of the Urbana

Jewels property, with the green area located

right in the centre, have enhanced

spaciousness. Minimal use of long corridors has

enhanced space efficiency. Store rooms have

been provided adjacent to kitchens and

bathrooms for everyday convenience.

•  Master
Planning and
layout
designing by
visionary
architect
Hafeez
Contractor,
Mumbai.

• Detailed
Planning by
M/S Sanon,
Sen &
Associates,
Kolkata.
Headed by
Harsh Sanon

• Landscaping
designing by
Mark Mahaan
of Site
Concepts
International,
Singapore. 

Night view of the central greens



At Urbana Jewels, we
are delivering a
superior-price value
proposition through
an attractive price and
minimal maintenance
costs.

A real estate acquisition generates a handsome return on one’s
hard-earned money when low front-end costs are coupled with
minimal repair and restoration costs thereafter. 

At Urbana Jewels, we have used building materials provided by
credible brands leading to the creation of credible structures that
will require little or no follow-up maintenance. 

We have selected to procure all our steel from Tata Steels,
Rashtriya Ispat Nigam and Arcelor Mittal. 

All our cement has came from Ambuja Cements and Ultratech. 

The same standard has applied to facilities and supports: we
invested in 64 latest generation lifts of 13/8 passenger capacity
manufactured by Kone Elevators, Japan. These elevators use
machine-room-less technology, are gearless, comprise a steel cage
and travel at 1.50 metres per second. 

Our water pipelines have been sourced from Supreme Industries,
tiles from Somany Ceramics and Spain as well as electrical and
distribution panels from Siemens. 

These products enjoy an established track record of durable use;
besides, they possess extensive warranties to effectively protect
buyer interests.  

We are confident that this affordability is not just a one-time
benefit but a life-cycle proposition.

View of the swimming pool with
The Emerald tower as a backdrop



The best part is that Urbana Jewels has been
designed around environment-friendliness,
resulting in a sustainably low cost of ownership.

At Urbana Jewels, we believe no property can be sustainable if it is
not compatible with the needs of the environment. And it is here
that  one of the most responsible faces of our property will be
evident: we have invested in a modern rainwater harvesting system
comprising deep pits, filtering mechanism and an aquifer. The
result is that all the rain in the area will be collected and channeled
into the sub-surface, which will inevitably influence vegetation
quantity and quality. Besides, we have made a beginning with the
use of renewable energy (solar water heating and rooftop solar
water panels) for street/ground lighting and kitchen applications in
selected areas.

We are investing in three modern effluent treatment units, which
will make it possible for treated water to be recycled for use in our
garden areas and toilet flushing. This will reduce the burden of the
property on the environment, the full value of which will be
realized with a progressive increase in the pressure of population
on the earth’s finite natural resources. 

Towers Topaz and Opal with the
central green



Not to scale

N

Minutes from the best Jaipur
schools, colleges, hospitals and
other conveniences
(Mansarovar, Diggi-Malpura
Road and Mahindra SEZ). 

Just 6 kms from the airport 

Opposite Muhana Terminal
Market (Asia’s largest fruit and
vegetable market) 

A stone’s throw from the 300
feet SEZ Road (connecting to
the airport). 

The grand frontage 
of Urbana Jewels



Structure - Earthquake-resistant structure

Bedrooms Flooring - Vitrified tiles, wooden flooring in the
master bedroom

Walls - Pleasant shades of OBD

Wardrobe - One wooden wardrobe in master bedroom

Int. Doors - Flush doors with hard wood/stone frames

Ext. Doors - Powder coated aluminum 

& Windows Doors and Windows

Living/Dining Room Flooring - Vitrified tiles

Walls - Pleasant shades of OBD

Int. Doors - Moulded shutter panel doors with hard
wood/stone frames

Ext. Doors - Powder coated aluminum doors
& Windows and Windows

Kitchen Flooring - Anti-skid ceramic  tiles

Walls - 2’ high ceramic tiles above working
platform, other tiles up to 5’ and
OBD

Int. Doors - Flush doors with hard wood/stone
frames

Ext. Doors & - Powder coated aluminum doors 
Windows and windows

Others - Marble or equivalent counter

Balcony & Servant Room Flooring - Ceramic tiles

Walls - Permanent texture paint/OBD

Int. Doors - Flush shutter panel door with hard
wood/stone frames

Ext. Doors - Powder coated aluminum 
& Windows doors and windows 

Corridor/Lobby Flooring - Select marble/granite/vitrified tiles

Walls - Select marble/granite cladding & acrylic
emulsion paint

Others - Lift fascia in attractive stone cladding

External Finish - Permanent texture paint finish

Toilets Flooring - Anti-skid ceramic  tiles

Walls - Select ceramic and OBD

Int. Doors - Flush doors with hard wood/stone
frames

Ext. Doors & - Powder coated aluminum 

Windows Doors and windows

Others - Marble counters, CP fittings of Ideal
Orient/Ceramic/Parko equivalent 



2 BHK

Floor plan

Ver.
(4.92’ x
8.03’)
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(4.92’ x
8.52’)
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3 BHK

Floor plan

with 
servant

quarters
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Toilet
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Landscape
design

concept

Facility plan

LEGEND

1 Entry / Exit

2 Entry Plaza

3 Security Cabin

4 Roundabout 

Water Feature

5 Driveway 7.5mt

6 Pathway

7 Lawn

8 Trellis

9 Plantations

10 Amphitheatre

11 Stage

12 Forest park

13 Glass Trellis

14 Pavilion

15 Open Plaza

16 Sand Pit

17 Party Lawn

18 Seating Area

19 Totlot

20 Dry Garden

21 Kid’s Play Area

22 Fitness Station

23 Meditation Area

24 Plaza

25 Swimming Pool

26 Kids Pool

27 Parking

28 Open Plaza W/ Pavilion

29 Tennis Court

30 Skating Ring

31 Basketball Court

32 Cricket Pitch

33 Entry Dropoff

34 Wooden Deck

Tower Topaz with 
the central green area
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“The one point from which
one has drawn comfort is
the use of quality
materials, which will
ensure robust
construction quality on
the one hand and low
maintenance cost on the
other.”

Mr. Girish Chouhan
General Surgeon in SMS Hospital,
Jaipur (MBBS, MS) 

“I bought an apartment at
Urbana Jewels for two
reasons – the design of
the project and Hafeez
Contractor – and I don’t
think I am going to be
disappointed.” 

Mrs. Shikha Sharma
Asst. Professor In Amity University
Management Dept. Her husband is
an Architect and running a firm
called Anubhuti in Jaipur

“One of the most
important reasons why we
brought into Urbana
Jewels was the large
expanse of greenery,
which is rare in a place
with Jaipur’s heat.” 

Vijay Maheswari
Secretary of Maheswari Trust,
Jaipur, running many schools and
colleges (Maheshwari Public
School & Colleges)  

“As Chief Engineer of the
Rajasthan Irrigation
Department, I looked
forward to quiet
retirement. I responded
with speed to the Urbana
Jewels opportunity
because it promised me
just that – a graceful
retirement.”

Satish Kumar Gupta
Retired Chief Engineer in Irrigation
Department, Jaipur 

“Why we bought an
apartment in Urbana
Jewels? Because at
Sanganer, it is tucked
away from the din of the
city and yet well-
connected to important
markets, hospitals,
schools and airport. Just
what urban India needs.”

Mrs. Abha Tomar
Owner Of Laxmi Enterprises
Company (Distributor of
pharmaceutical products 
all over Rajasthan) 

‘Why did we trust Urbana Jewels
as our dream home?
Some of our esteemed buyers give reasons:

Sunset view of the central
boulevard



EWelcome home to Urbana Jewels!
“Home is not where you live, but where they understand you”

Christian Morganstern

Most real estate development brochures market
properties that will only be built a few years hence. 

What makes Urbana Jewels different

Home loans for Urbana Jewels available from:

Certifications received by Urbana Jewels:

Kolkata office
Urbana Group
15, Chittaranjan Avenue
Ground Floor
Kolkata - 700 072
Phone no: 91-33-4005 1248 | 2237 8134
Fax: 91-33-2212 8061

Site address
Urbana Jewels
Off SEZ Road
Opposite Muhana Terminal Market
Sanganer
Jaipur – 302026
Phone: 91-141-2739017 | 2739153
Fax: 91-141-2739154

Jaipur office
Narayan Builders and Developers
Urbana Jewels   
102, 1st Floor,Corporate Park, 
Gopalbari, Ajmer Road
Jaipur – 302006
Phone: 91-141-5119119 | 5117198 | 5117218
Mobile: 81070 90001 | 81070 90002
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